About Pat Witt
A Cumberland County native, Pat Witt and
The Barn Studio of Art have played an integral
role in developing, sustaining and growing appreciation for and participation in the fine arts
in Cumberland County for five decades and
counting.
Through the years, The Barn has been a virtual
“Mecca” for the New Jersey arts community.
With Pat as its nexus and driving force, she
continues to provide an invaluable introduction, pathway, or stepping stone to all. Pat
Witt also has been a tireless advocate for the
Maurice River, and the Delaware Bay and its
environs, which she continues to memorialize
in both her paintings and teachings.

Funding has been made possible
in part by the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts / Department of State, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the
Cumberland County Board of
Chosen Freeholders and the
Cumberland County Cultural &
Heritage Commission.
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“O

ur Community Outreach
program uses Art to
communicate and cut through
the students’ individual differences of culture,
ethnicity, educational background, and
abilities. Our non-competitive environment
fosters and creates an atmosphere that is
supportive and enables students to tap into
their creative spirits.

The

Barn Studio of Art
A New Jersey Non-Profit

”

Outdoor Art Festival
We invite
you and
your family
to join
us in our
Community
Outreach
Exhibit…

O

n the first Sunday of June, each year,
our outreach students are invited to
exhibit their artwork at our annual
Outdoor Art Exhibit. This exhibit is open to all
students of The Barn. This non-competitive Art
Show is a delightful family fun event.
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The Barn Studio of Art is dedicated to cultivating
the love of arts in people of all ages and abilities.
The Barn Studio of Art will nurture the study of art
and nature throughout the community in a noncompetitive, creative, developmentally appropriate
and positive atmosphere.

he Community Outreach Program at The
Barn Studio of Art consists of a series of fine
arts workshops that introduce visual art,
classical ballet, classical music, pottery, and nature study to
groups of young children from diverse backgrounds.
Exposure to art education and appreciation gives students
a chance to explore and understand different vocations in-

Our outreach program represents a condensed version of
the core curriculum students receive at The Barn. Classes
are conducted on The Barn premises in Millville, NJ, and
are staffed by artists/instructors and apprentices culled from
our core group of staff members who work with the Barn’s
Master Instructor and Founder, Pat Witt. We partner with
organizations which represent children that currently have

“The children were so engaged and eager to learn and participate. I loved the lesson’s
diversity and how it tied in Irish Culture, dance and art all in one. The children were also
excited to learn that they could make secondary colors using only the primary colors.”

Kathleen McLaughlin , Educator

volving art. Our solid scholarship program, flexible payment
structure, and/or exchange programs, provide opportunities
to individuals who, otherwise, may not have had the chance
to study art.

little or no exposure to art. In essence, we have assumed the
role as Community Art Ambassadors to an underserved
segment of the population.

Scholarships are available to students who have expressed an
interest in pursuing their art education.
For more information on our Community Outreach
Workshops or our scholarship program, contact Nancy
Mulick, Director of Development & Special Programs, at
nancy@barnstudio.org or by calling 856-825-5028.

Thanks to Wells Fargo Capital Finance and Joseph L. Carley
Foundation for supporting our Community Outreach and
Scholarship Programs.

What Others
Are Saying . . .
“Thank you so much for allowing Froggy’s class to visit The
Barn Studio of Art. The children were able to get hands on
experience with the many different types of.
Our curriculum explores musical concepts and expression,
which you were able to touch with the May Pole dance and the
children building shapes together using their bodies. Both of
these activities reinforce our social-emotional goals also where
the children need to work together for a specific goal.
Visiting the studio helped the children to understand that
people in the community have different jobs. They could be a
dancer, painter, drawer, a gardener, a potter, etc. This meets our
Social Studies goals.
The art lesson reinforced the math skills of various shapes and
three dimension shapes. It allowed the children to verbalize
their descriptions and express themselves. Again, reinforcing
the children’s language and cognitive skills.
The children were able to experience the environment outside
(pond, Bamboo trees, bird garden, and living creatures) and
how we need to appreciate the earth and the world around us.
Our curriculum requires education about the Earth’s environment and knowledge of living things.
The children enjoyed the presentations and did not want to
leave. Time went by much too quickly. It is nice to be able to
experience these lessons in a real life situation and support the
classroom instruction that has been introduced.
Thank you for welcoming our class to your studio.”
Froggy’s Class
Child Family Center
Mrs. Winnie Hammell

Winnie Hammell

